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posted by marys.Iran’s chief negotiator says Washington
has a “zero-zero” chance to salvage the 2015 nuclear

deal, unless Tehran sees concrete measures in return for
its goodwill. The Trump administration has rejected the

2015 deal as “disastrous” and a “disgrace,” but the
return of major sanctions has so far only seen Tehran

reduce its commitment to the accord. The Iranian official,
who spoke on condition of anonymity, told reporters at

the UN Security Council on Tuesday that Washington had
dropped the only language it was able to bridge with

Iran, leaving “a zero-zero” chance of saving the nuclear
accord. He went on to say that Iran expects new

commitments in return for its commitment to continue
the agreement.CMX Inc and Native Instruments

Announce Collaboration Oct 10, 2018 Native
Instruments, the global leader in creative software,
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announced today a collaboration with CMX Inc, the
company dedicated to bringing the music creation

capabilities of hardware synthesizers to the software-
based world. The relationship with Native Instruments

involves the distribution of CMX Music Grid. This
morning, CMX and Native Instruments are announcing a
major collaboration to further enhance CMX Music Grid.

Artists, music schools and music producers can now
connect to Native Instruments’ Pro Tools and Logic
software, as well as their Live 9 and Ableton Live 8

software. In addition, CMX Music Grid updates will enable
to use Native Instruments’ software for tracking, mixing

and mastering. The CMX Music Grid’s fully featured
sequencer provides a robust native GUI for the tools and

features customers expect in a software-based
synthesizer. “The addition of Native Instruments�
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